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YOU CAN ACCOMPLISH EVERYTHING ! 

 The Torah testifies that the Bnei Yisroel eventually killed Bilaam by the sword. This is 

more than a historical fact. Rashi explains that ultimately, he met his own demise by the 

weapon with which he usually fought, which was a punishment for having tried to attack the 

Jewish people with words, which are our professional ‘tools’.  

 Indeed, explains the Chofetz Chaim, that the words we utter in tefilah are our own 

strength.  It’s not without coincidence that Rashi compares our mouths to a craftsman’s 

professional tools.  A carpenter cannot properly build without his saw and hammer,  so too is 

it with the power latent in our wouths.  Without tefilah, we can’t really accomplish anything 

and with it, we can turn over the world. This is because, the power of speech is unique to 

man. Indeed, in the Creation of man, Onkelos translates ‘nefesh Chaya’ (living soul) as ‘the 

speaking spirit’.  When we daven, we take speech which is our essence and elevate it to 

reconnect to our Creator. 

 But there’s more: There is only so much we can actually do. Regardless of our 

financial resources, we can only help so many aniyim. Even the best doctor can only heal so 

many people no matter how skilled an dcompetent he is. We are lmited by time, energy and 

resources in what we can accomplish.  However, this is onl if we restrict ourselves to 

operating in the physical realm. If however, explains, Rav Avigdor Miller zt”l, we turn to 

tefilah, there is no limit ow much we can accomplish. Our words of prayer can help  cure al 

the cholim of k’lal Yisroel. We can help sustain all the poor, and uplift all the downtrodden 

with the power of our tefilos.  With our mouths, we can accomplish so much more. 

 We are living in a generation that can be quite overwhelming. Personal and 

communal needs are great and modern communication has extended our vision beyond our 

immediate community. There’s hardly a day that we don’t hear of another tragedy and we 

feel that there’s nothing that we can do.  Yet, there is. Through tefilah, we can help.  By 

using our mouths to connect to Hashem Yisbarach, we can connect to and help our fellow 

Jews. We can actually accomplish a lot, and ultimately, this may serve as the vehicle to 

reach the destination of our final geulah. 

  

ז“ ת ש ע    מ ס ע י  -מ ט ו ת    פ ר ש ת  



 

 

 

 

POTS AND PANS - THE BASICS OF KASHERING 

 

 After the Bnei Yisroel conquered the Midyanim and took possession of their property, the Torah commanded them to 

kasher the pots and pans before using them. In an almost simplified formula, the posuk states that whatever was used with hot 

water shall pass through hot water and whatever was used by fire should be cleansed with fire. This is the basis for hagala and 

libun, the two methods of kashering keilim. 

 When non-stop good is cooked in a pot, the flavor is absorbed into the walls of the pot. When kosher food is 

subsequently cooked in that same pot, the utensil exudes that non-stop flavor and imparts it into the kosher food, rendering it 

forbidden. Therefore, the pot cannot be used until it is purged of the forbidden taste it absorbed. This is accomplished by 

immersing the pot in boiling water, for 'k’bolo kach polto’ - it goes out the same way it came in. However, since the pot may 

reabsorb the forbidden taste, this hagalah can only be done after 24 hours, once the taste is stale, unless it is boiled in a 

volume of water heater than 60 times the absorbed forbidden taste, so that it becomes nullified into the boiling water. 

 This methods of kashering however, only works for taste that was absorbed by cooking. If the forbidden food was baked 

or roasted on a dry pan, the flavor is assumed to be so well absorbed that it cannot be extracted with by boiling it. Rather, the 

absorbed flavor must be burnt up by eating the utensil to an extremely high temperature to the point where sparks fly from the 

heated metal.  While many of our utensils may never emit sparks, this is because the metals are treated.  Heating it up to the 

temperature that untreated metals spark, is sufficient.  This is somewhere around 800 degrees fahrenheit (about 425 celcius) 

and is referred to as “libun”.  Since the flavor is completely destroyed, libun can theoretically be done immediately, and there’s 

no need to wait until the following day. 

 The above method of libun is commonly referred to as 'libun gamur’. There is however a lighter form of libun known as 

libun kal, when the utensil is merely heated to a high enough temperature that straw would ignite if touched to the utensil. 

(About 400 F / 250 C).  This methods it's sufficient to kasher where hagala is sufficient but using boiling water may not be 

practical.  There is however a dispute among the poskim whether or not libun kal is exactly like hagalah:  When it comes to 

hagalah, the role is that the taste can be purged through the same intensity by which it was absorbed, and if a non kosher liquid 

was poured onto a metal bowl, it can theoretically be kashered by pouring boiling water onto it. Some maintain that the same is 

true with libun kal, and if an over became treif because it was used to warm up non-kosher food at 250 degrees Fahrenheit, it is 

sufficient to heat the oven to that temperature as well. Rav Moshe Feinstein zt”l was very much opposed to this line of thinking. 

He maintained that since the mechanics of libun is that the taste absorbed is be somewhat destroyed and not extracted, this 

can only be accomplished by heating it sufficiently. 

 There’s a lot happening at Ahavas Yehonoson ! 
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